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Abstract—An Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) attacker applies multiple sophisticated methods to continuously and stealthily attack targeted cyber systems. In this paper, the interactions
between an APT attacker and a cloud system defender in their
allocation of the Central Processing Units (CPUs) over multiple
devices are formulated as a Colonel Blotto game (CBG), which
models the competition of two players under given resource
constraints over multiple battlefields. The Nash equilibria (NEs)
of the CBG-based APT defense game are derived for the case
with symmetric players and the case with asymmetric players
each with different total number of CPUs. The expected data
protection level and the utility of the defender are provided
for each game at the NE. An APT defense strategy based on
the policy hill-climbing (PHC) algorithm is proposed for the
defender to achieve the optimal CPU allocation distribution over
the devices in the dynamic defense game without being aware
of the APT attack model. Simulation results have verified the
efficacy of our proposed algorithm, showing that both the data
protection level and the utility of the defender are improved
compared with the benchmark greedy allocation algorithm.
Index Terms—Colonel Blotto game, advanced persistent threats, cloud system, policy hill-climbing, data protection level

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud systems are vulnerable to Advanced Persistent
Threats (APTs), in which an attacker applies multiple sophisticated methods such as the injection of multiple malwares to
continuously and stealthily steal data from the target cyber
system [1]. Being difficult to be detected and completely
blocked, APT attacks cause serious data privacy leakage and
millions of dollars’ loss [2], [3]. The seminal work in [4]
formulates a stealthy takeover game between an APT attacker
and a defender, who compete to control the target cyber
system. The cloud APT game among an APT attacker, a cloud
defender and a mobile device was formulated in [5] which
combines the APT defense game in [4] with the signaling
game between the cloud and the mobile device. The APT
defense game proposed in [6] extends the Flipit game in [4]
to multi-node systems with limited resources, and derives the
Nash Equilibrium (NE) for the case with deterministic attack
time and fully observable defense. The joint attack of the APTs
and the insider attacks was addressed in [7], which analyzes
both the APT game and the information-trading game. APT
attackers with a subjective view to decide the attack interval
were analyzed in [8], [9] based on Prospect theory [10].
This research was supported in part by National Natural Science Foundation
of China under Grant 61671396 and CCF-Venustech Hongyan Research
Initiative (2016-010), and in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation
(NSF) under Grant ACI-1541069.

We investigate the defense strategies against the APT attacker with limited computation resources, such as Central
Processing Units (CPUs) over multiple devices in the target
cloud system. Both defender and attacker must deal with the
challenging task of strategically allocating their constrained
resources. The competitive nature of this process is closely
related to the Colonel Blotto game (CBG) [11], [12], which is
a two player zero-sum game to model the competition of two
colonels with resource constraints over multiple battlefields.
The player who allocates most resources to a battlefield wins
the game, and the overall payoff of a player is proportional to
the number of the won battlefields. The Nash equilibria of the
continuous Colonel Blotto game derived in [11] describe the
force distribution under different resource constraints across
symmetric battlefields with the same value, or under the same
resource constraint across asymmetric battlefields in [12]. The
CBG with discrete resources studied in [13] evaluates the case
with symmetric resources and symmetric battlefields.
Colonel Blotto game with mixed strategy has been used
in [14] to study the spectrum allocation of network service
providers, and a fictitious play based allocation approach
has been developed to compute the equilibrium of the game
with discrete spectrum resources. The CBG-based jamming
resistance game for Internet of Things (IoT) formulated in [15]
shows that neither the defender nor the attacker dominates
if the computational resources are limited. The CBG-based
jamming defense game in [16] has studied jamming attacks
against IoT with continuous and asymmetric radio power
resources.
In this paper, a Colonel Blotto game is used to formulate
the defense of a cloud defender against an APT attacker,
by choosing the allocation of a limited number of CPUs to
defend/attack each device. As the number of CPUs is an
integer by definition, the APT defense game is a Colonel
Blotto game with discrete resources. On the other hand, a
defender can apply time sharing (division) to scan multiple
cloud devices with a single CPU, which approximately yields
a continuous CBG. The pure strategy CBG game in which a
player allocates a predetermined amount of resources to each
storage device achieves an NE only under rare circumstance.
This turns our attention to the CBG with mixed strategies, in
which the attacker and the defender choose the distribution
of each CPU allocation strategy over devices and introduce
randomness in their actions to fool the opponent.
The NEs of the static defense game with mixed-strategy
are derived to disclose the impacts of the data storage size,
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS
D

Number of storage devices

SM/N

Fig. 1. APT defense game, in which a defender with SM CPUs totally
protects the D cloud devices against an APT attacker with SN CPUs.

the total number of CPUs of the cloud defender and that of
the attacker on the security performance. As a model-free
reinforcement learning technique, Q-learning can derive the
optimal strategy in a Markov decision process of the dynamic
game with pure strategy. The policy hill-climbing (PHC)
algorithm, as an extension of Q-learning for the mixed-strategy
game can achieve the optimal mixed strategy by incrementally
changing the policy [17]. Therefore, we propose a PHCbased APT defense algorithm for the defender to choose the
probability distribution of each CPU allocation scheme to scan
the cloud devices without being aware of the APT attack model
in the dynamic APT defense game. Simulations are performed
to evaluate the resulting data protection level defined as the
normalized size of the "safe" data which are successfully
protected by the defender and the utility of the defender and
compare them with the benchmark schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We present
the system model in section II and study the CBG-based APT
defense game in Section III. We develop a PHC-based APT
defense algorithm for the dynamic game in Section IV. We
present simulation results in Section V and draw conclusions
in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider a cloud storage system
consisting of D storage devices, where device i stores data of
b=
size Bi ≥ 0, with 1 ≤ i ≤ D. Let B = [Bi ]1≤i≤D , and B
∑D
i=1 Bi denote the total amount of data in a system. An APT
attacker aims to jeopardize the D devices while remaining
undetected by applying Nik CPUs to attack device i at time k
to steal the stored data,
the constraint on the total
∑following
D
number of CPUs, i.e., i=1 Nik ≤ SN , where SN is the total
number of the CPUs that[ the] attacker has at its disposal. For
simplicity, we set Nk = Nik 1≤i≤D . The time index k in the
superscript can be omitted if no confusion occurs.
The defender with SM CPUs allocates Mik CPUs to scan
device
∑D i k to detect APTs following the CPU budget, ki.e.,
[ i=1
] Mi ≤ SM , with the defense CPU allocation M =
Mik 1≤i≤D . The data stored on device i are assumed to be
safe if the defender applies more CPUs to scan the device than
the attacker, with Mik > Nik , and vice versa. If Mik = Nik ,
both players have an equal opportunity to control the device.
Therefore, the data protection level denoted by R is defined as
the normalized size of the "safe" data protected by the defender

Total number of CPUs of the defender/attacker

Mik /Nik

Number of CPUs allocated to scan/attack device i at time k

Mk /Nk

The defense/attack CPU allocation vector at time k

△D/A

Action set of the defender/attacker

UD/A

Utility of the defender/attacker

Bi
b
B

Data size on device i

B

The data size vector of devices in a cloud system

R

Data protection level

The total amount of data in a cloud system

Q(s, M)
V (s)
π(s, M)

Q function of the defender with action M at state s
V function of the defender
The probability of the defender chooses action M at state s

and is given by
R=

D
(
)
1 ∑
Bi sgn Mik − Nik ,
b
B

(1)

i=1

where



1,
sgn(x) = 0,


−1,

x>0
x=0
x < 0.

For ease of reference, our commonly used notation is summarized in Table I.
III. CBG-BASED APT D EFENSE G AME
Colonel Blotto game (CBG) is a powerful method to study
the strategic resource allocation in a competitive environment.
The interactions between the APT attacker and the defender in
the cloud storage system can be formulated as a Colonel Blotto
game with D cloud devices, in which the defender chooses the
defense CPU allocation vector Mk to scan the D devices, and
attacker chooses the attack CPU allocation Nk at time k. In
this pure-strategy game, the action set of the defender is
{
}
D
∑
△D = d1≤i≤D | 0 ≤ di ≤ SM ;
d i = SM ,
i=1

and the action set of the attacker is
{
△A =

d1≤i≤D | 0 ≤ di ≤ SN ;

D
∑

}
d i = SN

.

i=1

In this game, the utility of the defender and the attacker are
denoted by ukD and ukA , respectively. Since the Colonel Blotto
game is a zero-sum game, we have ukA = −ukD . The utility of
the defender and the attacker in the CBG-based APT defense
game can be defined as
(
)
(
)
ukD Mk , Nk = −ukA Mk , Nk
b=
=R·B

D
∑
i=1

(
)
Bi sgn Mik − Nik .

(2)
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The CBG-based APT defense game with pure strategies
has no NE, because the attacker can always adjust its CPU
allocation over the devices according to the defense CPU
allocation to improve its utility. Therefore, we study the CBGbased APT defense game denoted by G with mixed strategies,
in which both the APT attacker and the defender randomize
the CPU allocation strategy to fool the opponent and choose
the probability distributions of the CPU allocations. More
specifically, the defender in G chooses [the mixed
strategy of
]
the CPU allocation at time k, xk = xki,j 1≤i≤D, 0≤j≤S ,
M
where xki,j is the probability that the defender
allocates
j CPUs
(
)
to device i at time slot k, i.e., xki,j = Pr Mik = j . The action
set of mixed-strategy of the defender is


SM


∑
PSM = [pj ]0≤j≤SM | pj ≥ 0, ∀j;
pj = 1 .


j=0

Similarly, the attacker chooses the probability of the
k
CPU
[ k ] distribution over the Dk devices( denoted
) by y =
k
yi,j 1≤i≤D, 0≤j≤S , where yi,j = Pr Ni = j , with
N


SN


∑
yk ∈ PSN = [qj ]0≤j≤SN | qj ≥ 0, ∀j;
qj = 1 .


j=0

The expected utility of the defender (or attacker) averaged
over all the realizations of the mixed strategies is denoted by
k
UD
(or UAk ), and is given by
( k k)
(
)
k
UD
x , y = −UAk xk , yk
]
[D
∑
( k
)
k
= E(x,y)
Bi sgn Mi − Ni
.
(3)
i=1

The NE of the CBG based APT defense game G denoted by
(x∗ , y∗ ) provides the best-response policy in which no player
can increase his or her utility by unilaterally changing the
strategy, where D × (SM + 1) matrixes x∗ and y∗ are given
by definition as
UD (x∗ , y∗ ) ≥ UD (x, y∗ ) , ∀ x ∈ PSM
∗

∗

∗

UA (x , y ) ≥ UA (x , y) , ∀ y ∈ PSN .

(4)
(5)

First, we consider a static CBG-based APT defense game
denoted by G1 for the case of symmetric resources where
the attacker and the defender have the same amount of
computational resources, i.e., SM = SN . Let U(i, j) be the
uniform distribution in the interval [i, j], 1m×n (0m×n ) be
the all-1 (or 0) m × n matrix, and ⌊ ⌋ be the lower floor
function.
∑
Theorem 1. If SM = SN and Bi < 1≤h̸=i≤D Bh , the static
APT defense game G1 has an NE denoted by (x∗ , y∗ ), where


1
01×(SM −⌊βB1 ⌋)
⌊βB1 ⌋+1 11×(⌊βB1 ⌋+1)


1
 ⌊βB2 ⌋+1 11×(⌊βB2 ⌋+1) 01×(SM −⌊βB2 ⌋) 
∗
∗
,

x =y =
..
..



.
.
1
1
0
1×(SM −⌊βBD ⌋)
⌊βBD ⌋+1 1×(⌊βBD ⌋+1)
(6)
b
and β = 2SM /B.

Proof: By Proposition 1 in [12], the NEs of the continuous CBG with symmetric players are (x∗ , x∗ ), with the i-th
element given by
(
)
2SM Bi
∗
xi ∼ U 0,
.
(7)
b
B
For simplicity, according to [13], we use (7) to approximate
the case with discrete variables. More specifically, as the
number of CPUs Mi is a natural number, we have Mi ∼
U ({0, 1, 2, ..., ⌊βBi ⌋}), and thus
x∗i,j = Pr (Mi = j) =

1
, ∀ 0 ≤ j ≤ ⌊βBi ⌋, (8)
⌊βBi ⌋ + 1

which results in (6).
Corollary 1. The symmetric APT defense game G1 has zero
expected data protection level and UD = UA = 0 at the NE.
Proof: By (1) and (6), we have
(
E(x∗ ,x∗ ) [R] = E(x∗ ,x∗ )

)
D
1 ∑
Bi sgn (Mi − Ni )
(9)
b
B
i=1

D
1 ∑
=
Bi E(x∗ ,x∗ ) (sgn (Mi − Ni ))
b
B

(10)

i=1

=

D
1 ∑
Bi (Pr (Ni < Mi ) − Pr (Ni > Mi )) = 0. (11)
b
B
i=1

By (2) and (3) , we have UD = UA = 0.
Remark: If the APT attacker and the defender have equal
total number
∑ of CPUs, and there is no dominant device,
i.e., Bi <
1≤h̸=i≤D Bh , it is shown in (8) that both the
attacker and the defender use equal probability 1/ (⌊βBi ⌋ + 1)
to choose a number from {0, 1, ..., ⌊βBi ⌋} to scan a device.
Since the game makes a tie, the expected data protection level
is 0, so does the utility of the defender.
A CBG-based APT defense game with asymmetric players
is denoted by G2 , in which the attacker and the defender have
different amount of resources and are competing over storage
devices with equal data size, i.e., Bi = B, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ D.
Theorem 2 characterizes the Nash equilibrium for this game.
2
N
≤ SSM
≤ 1 and Bi = B, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ D, the
Theorem 2. If D
NE of the APT defense game G2 is given by
[
]
1
∗
2SM
x = 0D×1
1
0D×(S −⌊ 2SM ⌋)
M
D
⌊ 2SDM ⌋ D×⌊ D ⌋
(12)
(
)
)
[(
SN
SN
1D×1
y∗ =
1−
1D×⌊ 2SM ⌋
D
SM
SM ⌊ 2SDM ⌋
]
0D×(S −⌊ 2SM ⌋) .
M

D

(13)
Proof: According to Theory 2 in [11], the NEs of the
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Proof: According to (1), (12), (13) and (9)-(11), as Bi =
B, we have

1
D = 20
D = 50

0.95

E(x∗ ,y∗ ) [R] =

Data protection level, R

D = 80

i=1

(
D
1 ∑
=
Bi (Pr (Ni < Mi ) − Pr (Ni > Mi )) |Ni =0
b
B
i=1
)
+ (Pr (Ni < Mi ) − Pr (Ni > Mi )) |Ni ̸=0

0.9

0.85

0.8

(
)
D
1 ∑
SN
SN
=
Bi 1 −
=1−
.
b
SM
SM
B i=1

0.75

0.7
100

150

200

250

300

(a) Data protection level
80
D = 20
D = 50
D = 80

Utility of the defender

70

60

50

40

30

20

150

200

250

(19)

Similarly, by (2) and (3), we have (18).
Remark: If the defender is more powerful than the attacker,
the defender scans each device with at least one CPU with
probability one, and a subset of the devices is not attacked by
the APT attacker since the attacker has to match the defender
on the remaining devices. Therefore, the defender wins the
game, and the utility increases with the total data amount.
The expected data protection level increases with the resources
advantage of the defender over the attacker, i.e., SN /SM .
The performance of the defense game G2 with SM = 1000,
D = 20 and B = 1 is presented in Fig. 2, showing that
the data protection level decreases from 0.95 to 0.77, as SN
increases from 100 to 300. In addition, the data protection
level decreases while the system size increases from 20 to 80
if SN = 100, e.g., R changes from 0.95 to 0.925, because the
defender does not have enough CPUs to scan all the devices
to beat the attacker. Therefore, the utility of the defender
decreases as SN increasing given a fixed system.

Total number of CPUs of the attacker, SN

10
100

D
1 ∑
Bi (Pr (Ni < Mi ) − Pr (Ni > Mi ))
b
B

300

Total number of CPUs of the attacker, SN

(b) Utility of the defender
Fig. 2. Performance of the CBG-based defense game G2 at the NE, with
SM = 1000 and B = 1.

continuous CBG are given by
(
)
2SM
∗
xi ∼ U 0,
D
(
)
(
)
SN
SN
2SM
yi∗ ∼ 1 −
δ(Ni ) +
U 0,
.
SM
SM
D

(14)
(15)

According to [13], we use (14) and (15) to approximate the
CBG with discrete resources, and thus
2SM
1
⌋
(16)
x∗i,j = Pr (Mi = j) = 2SM , ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ ⌊
D
⌊ D ⌋
{
N
1 − SSM
,
j=0
∗
yi,j = Pr (Ni = j) =
SN
∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ ⌊ 2SDM ⌋.
2SM ,
SM ⌊

D

⌋

(17)
Thus, we have (12) and (13).
Corollary 2. At the NE of the APT defense game G2 , the
average data protection level is 1 − SN /SM and
)
(
SN b
B.
(18)
UD = −UA = 1 −
SM

IV. DYNAMIC APT D EFENSE G AME
The repeated interactions of the APT attacker and the
defender can be formulated as a dynamic APT defense game,
in which the defender can apply a policy hill-climbing based
defense strategy to derive the optimal CPU allocation distribution over the D devices via trial-and-error without knowing
the APT attack model. As a simple extension of Q-learning for
the game with mixed strategies, the PHC algorithm maintains
a quality function of Q-function and the current mixed strategy
(strategy table π). The defender chooses the CPU allocation
distribution x according to the observed system state, and
allocates the CPUs following the probability distribution table
π.
At time k, the defender uses the CPU allocations of the
attacker at time k − 1 as the system state, i.e., sk = Nk−1 ,
which is the basis to choose the mixed strategy x. Then the
defender observes the CPU allocation of the APT attacker over
D devices Nk , which is used as the new system state at time
k + 1. The defender also evaluates its utility at time k, and
then updates the Q-function as follows:
(
)
(
)
Q sk , Mk ← (1 − α) Q sk , Mk
(
(
))
+ α uD + γV sk+1
(20)
(
)
( k)
k
V s = max Q s , M̂ ,
(21)
M̂∈△D
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0.98

0.96

0.94

Data protection level, R

Algorithm 1 Resource allocation against APT using PHC algorithm.
Initialize α = 0.5, γ = 0.9, δ = 0.02, π(s, M) = |△1 | , Q(s, M) = 0,
D
V (s) = 0, ∀s, M
0
Randomly choose N ∈ △A
For k = 1, 2, 3, ...
Update the state sk = Nk−1
Choose Mk with probability π(sk , Mk )
Observe uD and the CPU allocation of the attacker, Nk
Update Q(sk , Mk ) via Eq. (20)
Update V (sk ) via Eq. (21)
Update π(sk , Mk ) via Eq. (22)
End for

PHC
Greedy
Random

0.92

0.9

0.88

0.86

0.84

where α ∈ (0, 1] is the learning rate of the defender, γ ∈ [0, 1]
is the discount factor that indicates
( the
) weight of a future
payoff over the current one, and V sk is the value function
representing the highest value of Q-function at state sk .
The defender updates the mixed strategies table π by
increasing the probability that it selects the highest valued
action by δ, with 0 < δ ≤ 1, and decreasing the other
probability by −δ/ (|△D | − 1), i.e.,

0.8

0

100

200

400

500

600

700

800

(a) Data protection level
9.6
9.4

The PHC based APT defense algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

PHC
Greedy
Random

9.2
9
8.8

8.6

8.4

8.2
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0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Time slot

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS

(b) Utility of the defender
Fig. 3. Performance of the dynamic APT defense game, with SM = 1000,
SN = 100, D = 10 and B = 1.

1

0.95

Data protection level, R

Simulations were performed to evaluate the performance
of the proposed PHC based APT defense strategy, with the
PHC parameters set at: α = 0.5, γ = 0.9 and δ = 0.02. As
benchmarks, a random strategy and a greedy strategy were
considered, and in a greedy defense strategy the defender
chose the resource allocation to maximize its estimated immediate utility based on the previous attack strategy.
We first evaluate the PHC based dynamic APT defense
game in which the defender and the attacker have total budget
of 1000 and 100 CPUs, respectively. The data sizes at 10
devices are equal, i.e., B = 1. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the
data protection level increases over time in our proposed PHC
based defense scheme, and converges to 0.91 after 210 time
slots, which is about 7.34% and 14.46% higher than the greedy
strategy and the random strategy, respectively. Consequently,
as shown in Fig. 3 (b), the utility of the defender increases
quickly after the start of the learning process, and converges
to a certain value that is much higher than the two benchmark
strategies. For example, our proposed scheme exceeds the
random strategy by 14.46% at time 350 because the PHC
scheme adjusts the defender’s policy over time. We evaluate
the average performance of the dynamic APT defense game
in Fig. 4, showing that the data protection level decreases with
the number of CPUs of the attacker, because more data can
be stolen, and our proposed approach protects up to 99% and
94% of data against APT with 50 and 100 CPUs, respectively.

300

Time slot

Utility of the defender

π(sk , Mk ) ← π(sk , Mk )
(22)
(
)

δ
if Mk = arg max Q sk , M̂
M̂∈△D
+
.
 −δ
otherwise
|△D |−1

0.82

PHC
Greedy
Random

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

0.7
50

100

150

200

250

Total number of CPUs of the attacker, SN

Fig. 4. Average performance of the dynamic APT defense game, with SM =
1000, D = 10 and B = 1.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we modeled the computational resource (or
CPU) allocation problem under APT attacks as a two-player
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zero-sum game, where the defender aims at maximizing the
data protection level of the cloud system by randomizing the
amounts of CPUs allocated to each cloud device, which is
converted to a Colonel Blotto Game. We derived the NE of
the static APT defense game, and investigated the impacts of
the data size, the number of devices and the CPU resource
constraints on the data protection level and the defender’s
utility. We also proposed a policy hill-climbing based APT
defense strategy for the defender to scan the devices while
the attack model is unknown in the dynamic defense game.
Simulation results show that our proposed strategy can significantly improve the data protection level and the utility of
the storage defender. For instance, the data protection level
increases by 14.46% compared with the random strategy. In
our future work, we plan to use deep Q-learning techniques
to further accelerate the learning speed and improve the data
privacy of the cloud system for the case with a large number
of CPUs.
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